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Outdoor Play
Theme: monthlyrepresentation

Social Development 16 Feb 2015

Comment:
Student Jake Stojanovski:
Mason is my best friend in the whole wide world!

Miss Ellie Jones:
Today we developed our social skills by enjoying lunch outside as a group. 

Jake and Mason shared a conversation over their lunch, responding verbally and non-verbally to his
senses; sight, touch, taste, feel and hear. They were very interested in talking about their lunch.

It was delightful seeing their interaction.
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Good Job!
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Reading Worm
Theme: monthlyrepresentation

English Language 25 Mar 2015

Comment:
Student Jake Stojanovski:
Can we read it again Miss Jones?

Miss Ellie Jones:
Jake continues to enjoy story time, which has evidently been building on his vocabulary and language
skills.

If there is a new book to read, Jake will be the first one to get his hands on it.

Keep up the good work!
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Excursion to Fairy Park
Theme: monthlyrepresentation

Understanding the world 27 Apr 2015

Comment:
Miss Ellie Jones:
When growing up as a child there is nothing more important than imagination and play. To build the
children's skills in this area we reading many books and sing songs, but the today we were able to bring
the stories to life.

Our excursion to Fairy Park allowed the students to listen to fairy tales, while watching the movement of the
characters at the press of a button.

The children were also able to have an understanding of fair play, with the children recognising everyone wanted
to press the buttons and respecting the order the educators had created for everyone to be able to start a fairy
tale.

We also found the student's used their imagination to continue the stories as we moved from one exhibit to
another.

The day was a huge success with all students expressing the desire to stay at the venue.
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